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CATEGORYWHO WE ARE

Salud Foodgroup Europe B.V. (Salud) was founded in 1995 in 
the Netherlands. We serve our customers in Europe, the 
Middle East, Asia, Latin-America and Oceania from our head- 
office in Oosterhout, the Netherlands. The departments of 
Quality, Supply Chain, Research and Development, Sales, 
Marketing, Finance and IT can be found here.  
 
We produce and distribute frozen avocado products, appeti-
zers, tortillas and tropical fruit. These product categories also 
represent the colours green, orange, red and yellow in our 
logo. The name ‘Salud’ derives from the Spanish expression of 
good wishes for a good health. Avocados are, and have been, 
our main product category. We like to promote and inspire 
using avocados in all kinds of dishes, since they are a great 
addition to your health and menu. Thereby we offer the solution 
to be able to use the same quality of Hass avocados throughout 
the entire year, for foodservice, retail or industry, by using 
frozen avocado products, ripened to perfection.  
 

We innovate with our avocado products by not only using them as IQF avocados or in our 
guacamoles, but also by using them in our other product categories. For example in an avocado 
tortilla or as a fried avocado appetizer. We prioritize serving our customers the best quality 
appetizers, which is why our R&D Department spends a lot of time in our test kitchen at the 
head-office. Here we create, optimize and innovate our appetizers, and where we develop your 
custom-made products. 
 
We invite you to take a look at our product list and get inspired. 



Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical infoArticle number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

93ABP10K1
The Avocado pieces, packed in 
bags of 1 kg, are always ripe 
and of consistent quality. Use 
the pieces in a salad, smoothie 
or a homemade guacamole. 

Avocado pieces
10 x 1 kg

60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

94ABP12K300
The Avocado pieces, in bags 
of 300 g, are always ripe and 
of consistent quality. Use the 
pieces in a salad, smoothie or 
a homemade guacamole. 

Avocado pieces
12 x 300 g

140 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

93ABP2K5
The Avocado pieces, in industrial 
bags of 5 kg, are always ripe 
and of consistent quality.  
Convenient for usage of large 
quantities. 

Avocado pieces
2 x 5 kg

64 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet

93ADC2K5
The Avocado dices, in industrial 
bags of 5 kg, are always ripe 
and of consistent quality.  
Convenient for usage of large 
quantities. 

Avocado dices
2 x 5 kg

64 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet

93ADC12K500
The Avocado dices, in bags of 
500 g, are always ripe and of 
consistent quality. Use them in 
a wrap or on a sandwich. 

Avocado dices
12 x 500 g 

96 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet

AVOCADO PRODUCTS

93APA2K5*
The Avocado wedges are 
always ripe and of consistent 
quality. 

*Available on request in indus-
trial bags of 5 kg. 

Avocado wedges
2 x 5 kg

44 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

93ASC12K500
The Avocado slices, in bags of 
500 g, are always ripe and of 
consistent quality. Use them 
as a topping on your salad or 
sandwich.

Avocado slices
12 x 500 g 

96 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet

93AVC12K500
The Avocado halves, in bags of 
500 g, are always ripe and of 
consistent quality.

Avocado halves
12 x 500 g 

96 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet

93AE7662
The Western guacamole, in 
tubs of 500 g, is a mildly 
flavoured guacamole made of 
Hass avocado, garlic, red bell 
pepper, chili and onion.

Western 
guacamole

12 x 500 g 
90 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

93WES4K2
The Western guacamole, 
in tubs of 2 kg, is a mildly 
flavoured guacamole made of 
Hass avocado, garlic, red bell 
pepper, chili and onion.

Western 
guacamole

4 x 2 kg 
66 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

93WES6K1
The Western guacamole, 
in tubs of 1 kg, is a mildly 
flavoured guacamole made of 
Hass avocado, garlic, red bell 
pepper, chili and onion.

Western 
guacamole

6 x 1 kg
108 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet

93WEH6K1
The Western guacamole, HPP 
packed in bags of 1 kg, is a 
mildly flavoured guacamole 
with garlic, red bell pepper, 
chili and onion. 

Western 
guacamole HPP

6 x 1 kg
144 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet



AVOCADO PRODUCTS

Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

93WESP6K1
The Spicy western guacamole, 
in tubs of 1 kg, is our Western 
guacamole’s recipe with extra 
red bell pepper and chili.

Spicy Western 
guacamole

6 x 1 kg
108 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet

93EXS4K2
The Extreme supreme guaca-
mole, in tubs of 2 kg, is a  
medium flavoured guacamole 
with jalapeño, chili, garlic, 
cilantro, tomato and onion.

Extreme  
supreme  

guacamole

4 x 2 kg 
66 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

93EXP4K3
The Deli extreme supreme 
guacamole, HPP packed in bags 
of 3 kg, is a medium flavoured 
guacamole with jalapeño, chili 
powder, tomato, onion and 
cilantro.

Deli extreme 
supreme  

guacamole 
HPP

4 x 3 kg
60 cases/pallet
6 layers/pallet

93UE7662
The Extreme supreme gua-
camole, in tubs of 500 g, is a 
medium flavoured guacamole 
with jalapeño, chili, garlic, 
cilantro, tomato and onion.

Extreme  
supreme  

guacamole

12 x 500 g 
90 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

93GUA90K55
The Natural guacamole mild, 
HPP packed in tubs of 55 g,  
is a naturally flavoured guaca-
mole with garlic, onion and red 
bell pepper.

Natural   
guacamole mild

HPP 

90 x 55 g
144 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet

94GUA24K200
The Natural guacamole mild, 
HPP packed in tubs of 200 g,  
is a naturally flavoured guaca-
mole with garlic, onion and red 
bell pepper.

Natural
guacamole mild 

HPP

24 x 200 g 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

93WESP12K500
The Spicy western guacamole, 
in tubs of 500 g, is our Western 
guacamole’s recipe with extra 
red bell pepper and chili.

Spicy Western 
guacamole

12 x 500 g 
90 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

93EXH6K1
The Supreme guacamole, HPP 
packed in bags of 1 kg, is a  
medium flavoured guacamole 
with tomato, onion, cilantro, 
garlic and chili.

Supreme 
guacamole

HPP 

6 x 1 kg
144 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet

93GUA12K500
The Natural guacamole mild, 
HPP packed in tubs of 500 g,  
is a naturally flavoured guaca-
mole with garlic, onion and red 
bell pepper.

Natural   
guacamole mild

HPP 

12 x 500 g 
162 cases/pallet
9 layers/pallet

93EWG500

The Gran supremo guacamole, 
in tubs of 500 g, is a medium 
flavoured guacamole with 
jalapeño, cilantro, tomato and 
onion.

Gran supremo 
guacamole

12 x 500 g 
90 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

93ESP20K500
The Especial guacamole, packed 
in bags of 500 g, is a bag with 
avocado halves, jalapeño, garlic, 
tomato and spices which can be 
mixed into a home-made styled 
guacamole.   

Especial 
guacamole

20 x 500 g
72 cases/pallet
6 layers/pallet  

93WES60K100
The Western guacamole, HPP 
packed in tubs of 100 g, is a 
mildly flavoured guacamole 
made of Hass avocado, garlic, 
red bell pepper, chili and onion.

Western 
guacamole HPP

60 x 100 g
168 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet



AVOCADO PRODUCTS

Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

93NCP4K3 
The Natural chunky pulp, HPP 
packed in bags of 3 kg, is an 
unseasoned chunky avocado 
pulp made of Hass avocado. 

Natural 
chunky pulp

HPP

4 x 3 kg 
72 cases/pallet
6 layers/pallet

93NCPBIO4K3

The Organic avocado pulp, HPP 
packed in bags of 3 kg, is an 
unseasoned organic chunky 
avocado pulp made of Hass 
avocado. 

Organic 
avocado pulp

HPP

4 x 3 kg
72 cases/pallet
6 layers/pallet

93PUL4K2
The Pulp guacamole, in tubs of 
2 kg, is made only of Hass avo-
cado and onion and therefore 
the ideal base to create your 
own guacamole. 

Pulp guacamole
4 x 2 kg 

66 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

93NCPG10K1
The Natural chunky pulp, HPP 
packed in bags of 1 kg, is an 
unseasoned chunky avocado 
pulp made of Hass avocado. 

Natural 
chunky pulp

HPP

10 x 1 kg
81 cases/pallet
9 layers/pallet

• Long shelf life (closed packaging in a refrigerator (7˚C) for up to 45 days)

• Colour and flavour of the product will not change

• Texture and shape of the product remains intact

• Vitamins and enzymes are preserved without the use of articifical additives or  
 preservatives 

HPP: High Pressure Pasteurization

High Pressure Pasteurization is a method of food processing where the product is subjected to elevated pressure. 
The process inhibits the growth of bacteria and extends shelf life. Using this method gives our products the benefit 
of a (thermal) pasteurized product without loss of quality or flavour and without the use of additives or preserva-
tives. The method also eliminates the risk of food born pathogens such as E. Coli, Salmonella and Listeria.
This makes Salud HPP guacamole a superfresh product with long shelf life.

45 days

93LW4A10
The Quick prep guacamole, 
packed in a cannister of 680 g, 
is a medium flavoured guaca-
mole with red bell pepper, salt 
and onion. 

Quick prep 
guacamole 

12 x 680 g 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

PEPPERS (AMBIENT)

Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

00012
Green nacho slices, packed in  
an easy opening can, 794 g.Green nacho 

sliced jalapeño 
peppers

12 x 794 g
84 cases/pallet
14 layers/pallet



Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

85ABU2K1

The Avocado burger is a burger 
filled with Hass avocado dices, 
sweet corn kernels and jalapeño 
in a multigrain and quinoa 
breadcrumb coating. 

Avocado burgers

2 x 1 kg 
176 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

8 per bag

85AMO6K1
The Avocado mozzarella bite 
is an appetizer filled with Hass 
avocado and premium mozza-
rella in a crispy coating.

Avocado  
mozzarrella bites

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 50 per bag

85AVOC6K1
The Avocado fries chili are 
made of Hass avocado wedges 
in a battered and breaded chili 
coating. 

Avocado fries 
chili

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 34 per bag

85GUA6K1
The Guacabite is an appetizer 
filled with guacamole and cream 
cheese in a coating made with 
nacho pieces.

Guacabites
6 x 1 kg 

99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 47 per bag

85BAH6K1
The Jala bite is an appetizer 
filled with cream cheese and 
a slice of green jalapeño in a 
battered and breaded coating.

Jala bites
6 x 1 kg 

99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 50 per bag

85CAM6K1
The Camembert bite is an 
appetizer filled with Camembert 
cheese in a battered and 
breaded coating.

Camembert 
bites

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 44 per bag

85CCN6K1
The Chili cheese nugget is an 
appetizer filled with Cheddar 
cheese and pieces of green 
pepper. 

Chili cheese 
nuggets

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 53 per bag

85CHCN6K1
The Nacho Cheddar nugget is 
an appetizer filled with Cheddar 
cheese and corn kernels in a 
nacho breaded coating.

Nacho cheddar 
nuggets

6 x 1 kg
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 50 per bag

85CHD6K1
The Hot Cheddar cheese jala-
peño is an appetizer filled with 
a jalapeño halve and Cheddar 
cheese in a crispy coating.

Hot cheddar 
cheese jalapeños

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 30 per bag

85CRE6K1
The Hot cream cheese jalapeño 
is an appetizer filled with a jala-
peño halve and cream cheese in 
a crispy coating. 

Hot cream 
cheese jalapeños

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 30 per bag

APPETIZERS

85AEB2K1

The Avocado edamame burger 
is a burger filled with Hass  
avocado and edamame beans 
in a multigrain, quinoa and 
black onion seed coating  

Avocado  
edamame burger

2 x 1 kg 
176 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet

8 per bag

85CAP6K1

The premium mozzarella in 
combination with sundried 
tomatoes and basil will provide 
the authentic flavour of the 
Napolitean kitchen.

Mozarrella  
caprese bites

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 55 per bag



Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

APPETIZERS

The Gouda bite is an appetizer 
filled with Gouda cheese in a 
battered and breaded coating. 

Gouda bites
6 x 1 kg

99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 44 per bag

85GOUD6K1

85MOZ6K1
The Mozzarella stick is an 
appetizer filled with Italian 
Mozzarella cheese in a battered 
and breaded coating.

Mozzarella sticks
6 x 1 kg 

99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 46 per bag

85OLE6K1
The Teezer cheese olé is an 
appetizer filled with Cheddar 
cheese in a potato crust.

Teezers
cheese olé

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 42 per bag

85RHJ6K1
The Red hot jalapeño is an 
appetizer filled with a red jala-
peño halve and cream cheese 
in a crispy coating. 

Red hot 
jalapeños

6 x 1 kg 
99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 30 per bag

85CAUB6K1
The Breaded cauliflower bite is 
an appetizer made of cauliflower 
florets in a breadcrumb coating. 

Breaded 
cauliflower bites

6 x 1 kg 
90 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

85ONIBB
The Beer battered onion ring is 
an appetizer made of a natural 
onion ring in a beer battered 
coating.

Beer battered 
onion rings

6 x 1 kg 
56 cases/pallet
7 layers/pallet
+/- 37 per bag

85ONIHS
The Hot & spicy onion ring is 
an appetizer made of a natural 
onion ring in a hot and spicy 
battered coating.

Hot & spicy 
onion rings

6 x 1 kg 
56 cases/pallet
7 layers/pallet
+/- 70 per bag

85POR6K1
The Preformed onion ring is an 
appetizer made of preformed 
onion parts in a natural coating. 

Preformed 
onion rings

6 x 1 kg 
64 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet
+/- 63 per bag

85POR450
The Preformed onion ring, in a 
bag of 450 gram, is an appe-
tizer made of preformed onion 
parts in a natural coating. 

Preformed 
onion rings

12 x 450 g
72 cases/pallet
9 layers/pallet
+/- 30 per bag

85CHS750
The Churros is an appetizer 
made of loop shaped, frozen 
dough. 

Churros
8 x 750 g 

64 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet
+/- 42 per bag

85CHUC14
The Churros cocoa cream is 
an appetizer made of frozen 
dough, filled with cocoa cream. 

Churros cocoa
1400 g/case 

338 cases/pallet
13 layers/pallet
+/- 35 per bag

85CST6K1
The Cheddar stick is an appe-
tizer filled with Cheddar cheese 
in a natural coating. 

Cheddar sticks
6 x 1 kg

99 cases/pallet
11 layers/pallet
+/- 46 per bag



APPETIZERS (RETAIL)

Article number

84CCN250B*

84CHD250B*

84POR450B*

84HS275B*

84MOZ250B*

84TAB250B*

Description

The Chili cheese nugget is an 
appetizer filled with Cheddar 
cheese and pieces of green 
pepper. 

The Cheddar cheese jalapeño 
is an appetizer filled with a 
jalapeño halve and Cheddar 
cheese in a crispy coating.

The Preformed onion ring is an 
appetizer made of preformed 
onion parts in a natural coating.

The Hot & spicy onion ring is 
an appetizer made of a natural 
onion ring in a hot and spicy 
battered coating.

The Mozzarella stick is an 
appetizer filled with Italian 
Mozzarella cheese in a battered 
and breaded coating.

The Tex Mex sombrero is an 
appetizer filled with Edam fon-
due cheese in a taco seasoned 
coating.

Product

Chili cheese 
nuggets

Cheddar cheese 
jalapeños

Preformed 
onion rings

Hot & spicy 
onion rings

Mozzarella sticks

Tex Mex 
sombreros

Logistical info

10 x 250 g
176 cases/pallet
(double stacked: 
80 cases/pallet)

10 x 250 g
176 cases/pallet
(double stacked: 
80 cases/pallet)

12 x 450 g 
72 cases/pallet

(double stacked: 
40 cases/pallet)

12 x 275 g
72 cases/pallet

(double stacked: 
40 cases/pallet)

10 x 250 g
176 cases/pallet
(double stacked: 
80 cases/pallet)

10 x 250 g
198 cases/pallet
(double stacked: 
108 cases/pallet)

*This article requires a minimum order quantity. Contact our Sales Department for details.



TORTILLAS (FROZEN)

Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

55FLT1113
The Wheat tortilla in 12 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for quesadillas or soft 
tacos.

Wheat tortilla
12 cm

48 x 12 pcs 
60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55FLT16
The Wheat tortilla in 16 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for quesadillas or 
fajitas.

Wheat tortilla
16 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
120 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55FLT20
The Wheat tortilla in 20 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for quesadillas, fajitas, 
burritos and enchiladas.

Wheat tortilla
20 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
70 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55FLT25
The Wheat tortilla in 25 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for quesadillas, fajitas, 
burritos and enchiladas.

Wheat tortilla
25 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55FLT30
The Wheat tortilla in 30 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for wraps, fajitas, 
burritos and enchiladas. 

Wheat tortilla
30 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55FLS16*
The Wheat tortilla in 16 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for quesadillas or 
fajitas.
*Available on request. 

Wheat tortilla
16 cm

8 x 12 pcs 
156 cases/pallet
13 layers/pallet

55FLS25*
The Wheat tortilla in 25 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for quesadillas, fajitas, 
burritos and enchiladas.
*Available on request. 

Wheat tortilla
25 cm

4 x 12 pcs 
156 cases /pallet 
13 layers/pallet

55FLS30*
The Wheat tortilla in 30 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla 
suitable for quesadillas, fajitas, 
burritos and enchiladas. 
*Available on request. 

Wheat tortilla
30 cm

4 x 12 pcs 
78 cases/pallet
13 layers/pallet

Get to know our extensive range of tortillas: 
We deliver high quality tortillas. Salud’s tortillas are flexible, strong, flavourful and  

have many serving possibilities. Our frozen tortillas are free from preservatives and made with rapeseed oil,  
which means less saturated fats. 

55AVO1113
The Avocado tortilla in 12 cm is 
a green coloured tortilla made 
of 20% avocado pulp, and 
contains all the health benefits 
of an avocado. 

Avocado tortilla
12 cm

48 x 12 pcs
60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55BTR30
The Beetroot tortilla in 30 cm 
is a red coloured tortilla made 
with beetroot. Ideal to use as  
a tasty and colourful base for 
wraps.  

Beetroot tortilla 
30 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55AVO30 Avocado tortilla
30 cm

8 x 18 pcs
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

The Avocado tortilla in 30 cm is 
a green coloured tortilla made 
of 20% avocado pulp, and 
contains all the health benefits 
of an avocado.



TORTILLAS (FROZEN)

Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

55SPIBR25
The Spinach tortilla in 25 cm is  
a green coloured tortilla made 
with spinach. Ideal to use as  
a tasty and colourful base for 
wraps.  

Spinach tortilla
25 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55GFT30
The Grilled tortilla in 30 cm is a 
natural flavoured tortilla with 
grill stripe marks, suitable for 
wraps, fajitas, burritos and 
enchiladas. 

Grilled tortilla
30 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55SPIBR30 Spinach tortilla
30 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55TOMPR25
The Tomato tortilla in 25 cm is 
an orange coloured tortilla 
made with tomato. Ideal to use 
as a tasty and colourful base 
for wraps.  

Tomato tortilla
25 cm

8 x 18 pcs
60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55TOMPR30 Tomato tortilla
30 cm

8 x 18 pcs
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55VLK30
The Wheat tortilla with whole 
wheat in 30 cm is a darker 
coloured tortilla made with 
whole wheat, suitable for 
wraps, fajitas, burritos and 
enchiladas. 

Wheat tortilla 
with whole wheat

30 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55COR12K60
The Corn tortilla in 15 cm is a 
yellow coloured tortilla made  
of corn kernels. Ideal to use  
as tacos or tortilla chips. 

Corn tortilla
15 cm

12 x 60 pcs 
60 cases/pallet
12 layers/pallet

HOW TO OPEN A PACK OF TORTILLAS: 

The Spinach tortilla in 30 cm is  
a green coloured tortilla made 
with spinach. Ideal to use as  
a tasty and colourful base for 
wraps.  

The Tomato tortilla in 30 cm is 
an orange coloured tortilla 
made with tomato. Ideal to use 
as a tasty and colourful base 
for wraps.  



TORTILLAS (AMBIENT)

PITA BREAD

Article number

Article number

Description

Description

Product

Product

Logistical info

Logistical info

55FLAT30 Wheat tortilla
30 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
40 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55PITA50K145 Pita bread
14,5 cm

1 x 5,5 kg 
64 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet

55FLAT25
The Wheat tortilla in 25 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla, 
packed and distributed in an 
ambient surrounding.

Wheat tortilla
25 cm

8 x 18 pcs 
60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

55COC1K4
The Pita bread in 6 cm is a 
natural flavoured, soft and 
slightly chewy bread with a 
pocket inside.

Pita bread
6 cm

1 x 4 kg 
64 cases/pallet
8 layers/pallet

55GAFT30
The Grilled tortilla in 30 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla with 
grill stripe marks, packed and 
distributed in an ambient 
surrounding.

Grilled tortilla
30 cm

6 x 18 pcs 
52 cases/pallet
13 layers/pallet

55TOA25*

*These articles require a minimum order quantity. Contact our Sales Department for details.

The Tomato tortilla in 25 cm is 
an orange coloured tortilla made 
with tomato, packed and 
distributed in an ambient 
surrounding. 
*Available on request.

Tomato tortilla
25 cm

8 x 18 pcs
60 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

FROZEN TROPICAL FRUIT

Article number DescriptionProduct Logistical info

65MAN6K1
Top quality Mango chunks. 
Quickly frozen to keep their 
flavour, structure and colour. 

Top quality Mango dices. 
Quickly frozen to keep their 
flavour, structure and colour. 

Mango chunks
6 x 1 kg 

90 cases/pallet
10 layers/pallet

65MANTOTA4K25 Mango dices
4 x 2,5 kg

9 cases/pallet
72 layers/pallet

The Wheat tortilla in 30 cm is  
a natural flavoured tortilla, 
packed and distributed in an 
ambient surrounding.

The Pita bread in 14,5 cm is a 
natural flavoured, soft and 
slightly chewy bread with a 
pocket inside.
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AbSALUD the best!


